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ABSTRACT: A series of highly flexible and environmentally
friendly composites based on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) filled
with 200 nm size ferroelectric BaTiO3 (BTO) particles at different
concentrations (from 7 to 23 vol %) have been fabricated by a
simple dispersion method. The dielectric, piezoelectric, and
ultrasonic properties have been studied. The ferroelectric state of
BTO was confirmed by differential scanning calorimetry and
ultrasonic spectroscopy. The addition of BTO into PDMS strongly
affects the dielectric properties of the composites. At low
temperatures close to 160 K, the PDMS matrix exhibits a dielectric
anomaly related to a dynamic glass transition, which shifts to higher temperatures as the BTO content increases due to the strong
interaction between polymer chains and nanoparticles. Ultrasonic measurements demonstrate the appearance of a piezoelectric
voltage signal on a thin plate of the composite with the highest available filler concentration (23 vol %) under longitudinal stress
applied by a 10 MHz ultrasonic wave. As a result, at room temperature, the detected signal is characterized by output voltage and
specific stored energy values of 10 mV and 367.3 MeV/m2, respectively, followed by a further increase with cooling to 35 mV at 150
K. The proposed BTO/PDMS composite system is thus a potential candidate for nanogenerators, namely, a simple, flexible, and
lead-free device converting high-frequency (10 MHz) mechanical vibrations into electrical voltage.

■ INTRODUCTION
The rapid decline of fossil fuels, as well as the resulting
environmental pollution, has led to an active search for
alternative “green” energy sources. Since piezoelectric (in
2007)1 and triboelectric (in 2012)2 nanogenerators were first
mentioned, they have continued to receive attention due to the
attractive prospect of creating efficient energy-harvesting
devices by converting a ubiquitous energy source such as
mechanical movement (acoustic waves, fluid flow, body
deflection, compression, vibration, etc.) into useful electric-
ity.3−5

Polymers, whether synthetic or organic, that are sufficiently
elastic to respond to any mechanical pressure are ideal
mediums for holding piezoelectric particles. Particularly,
flexible polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which is chemically
stable and exhibits a low glass transition temperature, simple
processing, and durability in the cured state, has already been
identified as one of the most popular polymers for nano-
generator design.6−10 In turn, piezoelectric lead-free perov-
skite-type barium titanate BaTiO3 is a balanced option in terms
of environmental safety and a high piezoelectric coeffi-
cient.6,9,11

Thus, for more than a decade already there has been an
active fight for every volt of output power, preferably with the

simultaneous presence of other benefits, such as lightness, ease
of large-scale fabrication, and low cost of the final product. The
output performance of a nanogenerator based on polymer
composite is determined, and therefore can be controlled, by
many factors:12 qualitative and quantitative compositions,
homogeneity of filler distribution,13,14 chemical doping,15−19

morphology of the particles,13,14,20,21 and 3D spatial ordering
of particles in the matrix.22−25 Regarding morphology, Jian et
al.14 obtained an output power value of 260 V for a PDMS-
based system with hierarchical BTO flowers due to the high
local stress at the petals, while for BTO in the form of
nanoparticles,20 nanowires,21 and nanocubes13 the values were
3.2, 7, and 126.3 V, respectively. Chemical doping was found
to be an effective tool to adjust the piezoelectric coefficients of
the materials and increase their ability to harvest energy.15−19

Besides, the load transfer efficiency can also be improved by
forming three-dimensional (3D) skeletons, such as foams,22
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porous aerogels,23,24 and sponge-like structures.25 Finally,
hybrid nanogenerators, which operate using both tribo- and
piezoelectric effects, demonstrate enhanced output character-
istics.26−28

However, most research is devoted to the quasi-static
frequency range (i.e., less than 100 Hz). The latter corresponds
to wasted tiny biomechanical motions and wind and water
vibrations, while for many existing devices nanogenerators
could be beneficial for converting high-frequency vibrations
(e.g., from cars, aircrafts, and electric engines) into useful
electrical energy. Besides, the majority of studies on
mechanical energy harvesting mainly cover the region of
room temperature without data on a parameter as important
for defining the properties of any material as the dielectric
permittivity, and its complex investigation as a function of
temperature and frequency is extremely rare.28 Therefore, to
fill the gaps, the current study aims to perform complex
investigations (dielectric and ultrasonic) on composite systems
containing ferroelectric barium titanate (BaTiO3) nano-
particles in a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) polymer matrix
in order to determine their suitability as nanogenerators for
high-frequency (10 MHz) applications.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Commercially available barium titanate (BaTiO3

or BTO) nanoparticles of 200 nm size from Sigma-Aldrich
were used. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), namely, Sylgard
184 silicone elastomer, was purchased from Dow-Corning
(Midland, MI, USA) as a two-part material consisting of a base
and a curing agent.
Composite Preparation. The composites were prepared

as follows (see Figure 1a): BTO particles were dispersed in
isopropyl alcohol (IPA) using sonication for 3 h to break up
the agglomerates. Next, the PDMS base was introduced into
the solution, and the resulting mixture was sonicated for
another 3 h. After a homogeneous dispersion was obtained, the
system was placed in an oven for alcohol removal. After the
addition of the curing agent, the blend was gently stirred
manually for 5 min and poured into the mold for the curing
process. Finally, the composites were cured at 333 K for 2 h
and at 313 K overnight. Following this protocol, samples with
7, 11, 15, and 23 vol % BTO dispersed in the PDMS matrix
were prepared. The obtained composites exhibit remarkable
flexibility and winding properties (see Figure 1b and c),

Figure 1. (a) Preparation procedure for BTO/PDMS composites. (b and c) Images demonstrating the flexibility and winding capabilities of the
BTO/PDMS composites. (d) Schematic representation of an experiment to measure the piezoelectric voltage.
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making them suitable for flexible energy-harvesting applica-
tions.
Characterization and Measurements. The complex

dielectric permittivity of the samples was measured in the
frequency range from 20 Hz to 1 MHz using an HP4284A
LCR meter. In the frequency range of 10−300 MHz, dielectric
measurements were performed by a coaxial dielectric
spectrometer with an Agilent 8714ET vector network analyzer.
For measurements above room temperature, a lab-made
furnace was used, while for lower temperatures a liquid
nitrogen cooling system was applied. Samples with a typical
thickness of 1.5 mm and a cross-sectional area of 2 mm2 with
pre-applied silver paste as electrical contacts were studied.
Ultrasonic wave attenuation and velocity data were obtained

using a standard pulse-echo ultrasonic measurement setup with
a computer-controlled RITEC RAM-5000 pulse-echo ultra-
sonic measurement system.29,30 Z-Cut lithium niobate LiNbO3
piezoelectric transducers were used for excitation and the
detection of longitudinal ultrasonic waves at 10 MHz. The
typical sample thickness was 2−3 mm, and the heating/cooling
rate was kept below 1 K/min. Silicon oil was applied between
the sample, quartz buffer rods, and transducers to maintain
acoustic bonds throughout the entire measured temperature
range.
In the case of piezoelectric measurements, a longitudinal

ultrasonic wave was detected by a thinly cut 0.2 mm thick
sample functioning as a receiving transducer. First, the sample
was heated above 400 K and slowly cooled to 150 K in a DC
bias field of 20 kV/cm (so that the total polarization time was
4 h). Then, the poling field was removed and the piezoelectric
voltage in the form of a 10 MHz radio-pulse signal detected by

the sample was measured by an Agilent DSO3202A digital
scope incorporated in the electronic pulse-echo setup for
automatic temperature measurements. A very simple schematic
representation of an experiment for piezoelectric voltage
measurement is presented in Figure 1(d).
The measurement of heat fluxes through the barium titanate

nanopowder on the one hand, and its PDMS matrix composite
on the other hand, when heated at a constant rate of 10 K/min
was performed with the DSC (differential scanning calorim-
etry) accessory of a NETZSCH STA 449 F3 Jupiter
thermogravimetric apparatus. To do this, samples of a few
milligrams, carefully weighed beforehand, were installed in an
aluminum crucible, the reference crucible being empty, and the
whole was heated between room temperature and 500 K under
a nitrogen flow. The signal from the thermocouples was
directly recorded in units of μW/mg but was not calibrated to
deduce the corresponding changes in heat capacity, absolute
values of which were not considered necessary in this context.
The structural and morphological properties of the samples

were studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a
Helios NanoLab 650 microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Hillsboro, OR) with a TLD-SE detector and an acceleration
voltage of 3 kV.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out on a Rigaku

MiniFlex II diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5419
Å) working in the Bragg−Brentano (θ/2θ) geometry. The data
were collected over a 2θ angle range of 10−60° with a speed of
1°/min.

Figure 2. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the 23 vol % BTO/PDMS composite. (b) Differential scanning calorimetry curves of
BTO nanopowder and the 23 vol % BTO/PDMS composite. (c) X-ray diffraction pattern of the 23 vol % BTO/PDMS composite at room
temperature.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterizations of BTO/PDMS Composites. The

volume distribution of BTO nanoparticles within the PDMS
matrix is quite homogeneous, as can be seen in the scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) image (Figure 2a) for the
composite with the maximum available filler concentration of
23 vol %. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis was
performed for the BTO nanopowder and the 23 vol % BTO/
PDMS composite (see Figure 2b). The peak near 400 K for
both curves is associated with a ferroelectric−paraelectric
second-order phase transition, which reveals the ferroelectric
ordering of BaTiO3. The latter is also confirmed by the XRD
pattern obtained at room temperature for the 23 vol % BTO/
PDMS composite (see Figure 2c). All peaks are identified as
the P4mm BaTiO3 tetragonal (PDF-2 no. 00-081-2201) phase
(Figure 2c, black symbols). The peak near 45° is characterized
by a splitting, which corresponds to the reflections from the
(002) and (200) planes of BaTiO3 (see the inset in Figure 2c).
This indicates the tetragonal distortion of the BaTiO3 crystal
lattice typical of the ferroelectric state.31,32 Although the
considered BaTiO3 grain size of 200 nm is close to the critical
size, which means that presumably at least some of the smaller
grains are cubic at room temperature, the observed splitting
proves the presence of the ferroelectric phase as well.
Dielectric Properties below Room Temperature. The

temperature dependencies (below room temperature) of the
real part of the complex dielectric permittivity at different
frequencies for all studied BTO/PDMS composites are

presented in Figure 3a, while the imaginary parts as a function
of temperature at 75 kHz are presented in Figure 3b.
The permittivity at room temperature (300 K) is

characterized by two features: on the one hand, an increase
in the value of the real part with the loading of BTO particles,
and on the other hand a frequency independence. However, at
low temperatures close to 160 K, an anomalous behavior is
detected, which is associated with α-relaxation, also called the
dynamic glass transition of PDMS.33,34 Considering the
thermal behavior of pure PDMS,35 the increase in BTO
content is manifested by a shift of the dielectric loss to higher
temperatures. Besides, the position of the peak considered for
each particular sample is frequency-dependent (see Figure 4a
for a 15 vol % BTO/PDMS composite). Namely, as frequency
ν increases, the maximum shifts to higher temperatures
according to the Vogel−Fulcher law (see Figure 4b):36

= E
k T T

exp
( )0

VF

B max ref (1)

where Tref is the glass transition temperature of the polymer,
Tmax is the temperature at which the dielectric losses are the
highest, kB is the Boltzmann constant, ν0 is the frequency at
very high Tmax, and EVF is the activation energy.
The parameters of the best fits to the experimental data for

all BTO/PDMS composites are presented in Table 1 (marked
by superscript (1)). In the composites, according to Table 1,
the glass transition temperature increases with the concen-
tration of BTO particles, while the activation energy decreases.

Figure 3. Temperature dependencies (below RT) of (a) the real part of the dielectric permittivity at different frequencies, and (b) the imaginary
part at the 75 kHz frequency for 7, 11, 15, and 23 vol % BTO/PDMS composites.

Figure 4. (a) Typical temperature dependencies of dielectric losses at different frequencies, illustrated by that of the BTO/PDMS composite at 15
vol % taken as an example. (b) Frequency at maximum dielectric losses measured as a function of temperature for BTO/PDMS composites at 7, 11,
15, and 23 vol % . The solid lines are the best fits according to the Vogel−Fulcher equation (eq 1).
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This increase in Tref is related to the slowing of local segmental
dynamics,37 i.e., to the reduction of the mobility of polymer
chains located near the filler due to strong interfacial
interactions. Similar behavior has been frequently observed
in various PDMS-based composite systems.35,38−40

The frequency spectra at a temperature close to the glass
transition also exhibit relaxation behavior, namely, a maximum
of the imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity is observed.
Figure 5a shows the frequency dependencies of ε″ for a 15 vol
% BTO/PDMS composite at different temperatures.
To analyze the frequency spectra of ε″, the Cole−Cole

equation41 can be used (see solid lines on Figure 5a):

* = +
+ i

( )
1 ( )1 (2)

where ε* = ε′ − iε″ is the complex dielectric permittivity, ε∞ is
the dielectric permittivity at infinite frequency, Δε is the
dielectric strength (i.e., the difference between the static
dielectric permittivity and ε∞), τ is the relaxation time, ω is the
angular frequency defined as ω = 2πν, and α is the parameter
responsible for the width of the relaxation time distribution.
The fitted parameters α and ε∞ were found to be weakly

dependent on temperature in the considered range from 150 to
170 K, while the relaxation time increased with cooling. The
obtained τ values can be plotted as a function of temperature
and then fitted according to the Vogel−Fulcher equation (eq
1), taking into account the reciprocal relationship between τ
and the relaxation frequency νr, i.e., τ = 1/νr. The temperature
dependencies of the relaxation time, as well as the best Vogel−
Fulcher fits for all the composites investigated, are presented in
Figure 5b. The relaxation time fitting parameters are collected
in Table 1 (marked by superscript (2)) and are in agreement
with the data obtained using the ε″(T) dependencies because
the dielectric dispersion is very narrow.

As a result, due to the strong interactions between BTO
nanoparticles and PDMS polymer chains, the properties of the
composites can be adjusted by controlling the BTO
concentration. In particular, the glass transition temperature
monotonously shifts to higher temperatures as the BTO
content increases.
Dielectric Properties above Room Temperature.

Dielectric measurements for higher temperatures (above
room temperature) have also been performed, and the
corresponding temperature dependencies of the real part of
the complex dielectric permittivity at the frequency of 1 MHz
for all composites studied are presented in Figure 6a. In this

case, there is no need to show the ε′(T) dependencies at
different frequencies as in Figure 3a, since the frequency
dispersion of the dielectric spectra is absent far from the glass
transition. This fact is also confirmed by the broadband spectra
shown in Figure 6b for the 23 vol % BTO/PDMS composite at
different temperatures in a wide range including low (20 Hz to
1 MHz) and high (10−300 MHz) frequencies. Thus, for all
concentrations considered, ε′ is characterized by a monotonic
decrease with heating.

Table 1. Glass Transition Temperatures and Vogel−Fulcher
Activation Energies of BTO/PDMS Composites

BTO, vol % ν0, THz EVF
(1)/kB, K Tref

(1), K τ0, ns EVF
(2)/kB, K Tref

(2), K

7 4.8 642.7 123.9 0.06 433.9 121.8
11 1.18 575.6 125.3 0.1 399.3 124.8
15 0.88 512.4 127.7 0.17 347.0 125.5
23 0.18 437.7 132.5 0.27 328.7 130.0

Figure 5. (a) Frequency spectra of the imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity at different temperatures for the 15 vol % BTO/PDMS
composite. The solid lines are the best fits according to the Cole−Cole equation (eq 2). (b) Temperature dependencies of the relaxation time
obtained from Cole−Cole fits for the 7, 11, 15, and 23 vol % BTO/PDMS composites. The solid lines are the best fits according to the Vogel−
Fulcher equation (eq 1).

Figure 6. (a) Temperature dependence (above RT) of the real part of
the dielectric permittivity at the frequency of 1 MHz for the 7, 11, 15,
and 23 vol % BTO/PDMS composites. (b) Frequency dependence
(from 20 Hz to 300 MHz) of the real part of the dielectric
permittivity for the 23 vol % BTO/PDMS composite at different
temperatures.
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Piezoelectric Properties. To investigate the influence of
BTO nanoparticles on the glass transition and freezing−
melting dynamics of the PDMS-based composite, ultrasonic
measurements have been performed. The longitudinal ultra-
sonic wave velocity V and attenuation values Δα were
measured at a frequency of 10 MHz upon cooling from
room temperature to 150 K and upon subsequent heating to
430 K. The results for the highest available concentration of
23% of BTO in the PDMS-based composite are presented in
Figure 7a and b.
Upon cooling, the anomalous temperature behavior of both

V and Δα is centered around 190 K. This anomaly has a
characteristic shape usually observed in the crossing of the
glass transition, where the steepest velocity dispersion region
corresponds to the attenuation maximum.42 In glass formation
and other systems with strong dynamic relaxation, the sound
velocity and attenuation are also frequency-dependent. Such
systems, when probed ultrasonically, are less rigid on time
scales greater than the stress relaxation time (in contrast to
much shorter time scales), and the energy dissipation is the
highest when the probing frequency is close to the inverse
value of the relaxation time. Upon heating, the Δα maximum
splits into two peaks, indicating a sequence of glassy and
semicrystalline/amorphous transitions, which have also been
observed in other PDMS-based systems, particularly with
ZnO39 and OLC (onion-like carbon)43 nanoinclusions. The
smaller PDMS crystallites begin to melt, while the larger ones
remain large enough to preserve the stiff structure of the glassy
elastomer.44 When this structure finally collapses, the

longitudinal velocity (Figure 7a) begins to decrease further
again, resulting in a step-like temperature dependence.
Between the two mentioned attenuation peaks of the glass

transition and semicrystalline melting in the PDMS matrix, a
third one at 188 K has been observed. This temperature value
is close to the rhombohedral−orthorhombic phase transition
in the BTO bulk material. However, this anomaly cannot be
attributed to the BTO phase transition based solely on V and
Δα measurements, as no corresponding velocity anomalies
were observed in this or higher regions. It is only at high
temperatures around 380 K that a small and broad Δα
maximum, with an associated anomalous ultrasonic velocity
slow down (see Figure 7a(inset)), suggests a possible
ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition in BTO nano-
particles. To obtain a more stringent evidence for the
formation of a ferroelectric state, as well as to evaluate the
suitability of the 23 vol % BTO/PDMS composite as a high-
frequency piezo-nanogenerator, some additional ultrasonic
measurements of the piezoelectric properties at 10 MHz
have been performed.
The temperature dependence of the piezoelectric voltage

signal Up arising on a piezoelectric plate under longitudinal
stress applied by the ultrasonic wave is presented in Figure 8a.
The Up signal decreases upon heating, and distinct anomalies
appear at the temperatures of the phase transitions in the BTO
bulk: the signal drops to a value of 10 V at 190 K, followed by a
small kink around 273 K, and disappears completely in the
paraelectric phase above 390 K. Samples at lower concen-

Figure 7. Temperature dependencies of (a) the ultrasonic wave velocity and (b) the ultrasonic wave attenuation measured at a frequency of 10
MHz for the 23 vol % BTO/PDMS composite upon cooling (blue curve) and heating (red curve).

Figure 8. Temperature dependencies of (a) the piezoelectric voltage signal and (b) the specific stored energy at a frequency of 10 MHz for a 23 vol
% BTO/PDMS composite of 0.2 mm thickness.
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tration showed no piezoelectric signal (so no data are
presented). This means that the BTO grains do not percolate.
By having data on the voltage across the capacitor plates

(U), as well as the dielectric permittivity of the capacitor space-
filling material (ε), the stored energy E of such a system can be
estimated. For this purpose, the following simple formula

=E CU
2

2

can be applied. Here, the capacitance C in the case of
a flat capacitor is defined as C = εε0S/d, where ε0 is the
permittivity of vacuum, S is the area of the capacitor plates, and
d is the distance between them. The temperature dependence
of the specific energy stored by a flat capacitor with a potential
difference Up filled with a 0.2 mm-thick 23 vol % BTO/PDMS
composite is presented in Figure 8b. Due to the noisy results of
the temperature measurements in the 10−300 MHz frequency
range, for the energy calculations, the data at 1 MHz (blue
curve in Figure 6a) were legitimately taken, since the frequency
dispersion is absent far from the glass transition (see Figure
6b).
Thus, a 0.2 mm-thick piezoelectric plate of the 23 vol %

BTO/PDMS composite converts high-frequency mechanical
vibrations in the form of a 10 MHz ultrasonic wave into an
electrical signal with an output voltage of 10 mV and a specific
stored energy of 367.3 MeV/m2 at room temperature, which
reaches 35 mV after the glass transition of PDMS. The
measured value of the output voltage is lower13,14,20,21 due to
two factors: (i) the increase in frequency from quasi-static to
MHz, which reduces the piezoelectric coefficient, and (ii) the
low power of ultrasonic excitation.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, using a simple dispersion method, a series of
flexible composites with ferroelectric BTO nanoparticles at
different concentrations (7−23 vol %) in a PDMS matrix have
been prepared. The dielectric, piezoelectric, and ultrasonic
properties of the obtained composites have been studied. At
high temperatures, the dielectric permittivity spectra of the
BTO/PDMS composites are frequency-independent over a
wide range, while at low temperatures a pronounced anomaly
appears that is associated with the dynamic glass transition in
PDMS. Moreover, due to the strong interaction between
PDMS chains and BTO nanoparticles, the glass transition
temperature derived from the Vogel−Fulcher law shifts to
higher temperatures from 121.8 to 130 K with the increasing
BTO content (from 7 to 23 vol %). Ultrasonic measurements
at 10 MHz also confirm the presence of the glass transition of
the polymer, which is expressed by the steepest wave velocity
dispersion and attenuation maximum near the transition
temperature. Additionally, the composites have been checked
for piezoelectric response under longitudinal stress applied by a
10 MHz ultrasonic wave: below 400 K, the piezoelectric
voltage signal appears only for a sample with the highest
concentration (23 vol %), while for the others the signal is
absent. The output voltages are 10 and 35 mV above the glass
transition and in the glass state, respectively. Having the
dielectric permittivity data of the material, the value of the
specific stored energy has been estimated and, in the particular
case of room temperature, it is 367.3 MeV/m2. The output
characteristics are not very high due to the low power of
ultrasonic excitation and the decrease in the piezoelectric
coefficient as the frequency increases. It is expected that the
use of more powerful vibration sources will lead to a significant
increase in the output voltage. The BTO/PDMS composite

system is a prospective candidate for high-frequency nano-
generator and energy harvester applications.
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